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Article I - Meetings 
★ Section 1. 

○ Regular mandatory meetings - Shall be held once a month - One hour before the football meeting. 
*This is subject to change* 

★ Section 2.  
○ Directors cannot miss more than (2) meetings in a row or you will  no longer be part of the 

organization. If you are not able to attend, you must have a representative either a director or 
assistant director in your place. You must advise the Cheer Commissioner of your absence.  

★ Section 3. 
○ Each organization is granted one vote. 

★ Section 4 
○ A meeting must have ⅔ of the cheer directors in the Gridiron organization to be present. Business 

will be conducted and voted upon by directors in attendance. 
★ Section 5. 

○ An appointed representative can be authorized by the cheer director to attend the monthly meeting 
in their absence.  If no one is available to attend, the Football Director must attend the meeting  

★ Section 6. 
○ The minutes will be sent out by the Cheer Commissioner (or appointed cheer director). 

★ Section 7. 
○ The president of the Gridiron appoints the Cheer Commissioner for a term of 2 years. The duties 

are but not limited to typing and emailing the minutes, making sure the hosting organization for 
cheer competition is ready to host, maintaining the directors book and attending all monthly football 
meetings. 

★ Section 8.  
○ The Cheer Commissioner is to know who the cheer directors and assistant cheer directors are for 

each organization. 
 

Article II - Cheerleading Eligibility 
 

★ Section 1. 
○ All Cheer Directors will have full control of all cheer decisions. This will include the sizes of all 

squads, this includes tryouts,sign-ups, registration,and competition squads 
★ Section 2.  

○ To be eligible to cheer a girl or boy must reside in the community they are signing up for. She/he 
must be between Kindergarten - 8th grade by July 1st .7th & 8th grader cheerleaders can cheer 
with the Gridiron. 7th & 8th grade are not allowed to compete in Cheer Competition unless there 
are 3 or more squads for 7th & 8th grade cheerleaders to compete in their own category. 

★ Section 3. 
○ Any girl/boy wishing to cheer for another OGYFA organization in a given season must get a written 

release from the cheer directors for both organizations.  
★ Section 4.  

○ If for any reason a cheerleader moves out of the community for which she/he successfully tried out 
for, they may continue to stay in the community for the remainder of the season. The following 
season they must try out for the community they will be living in. (unless written consent is 
received) 

★ Section 5. 
○ Competition squads must consist of” 

■ Flag - Kindergarten and 1st grade 
■ 7 on 7 - 2nd Grade 
■ Freshman 9 on 9 - 3rd Grade 
■ Sophomore -  4th Grade 
■ Junior Varsity - 5th Grade 
■ Varsity 6th Grade 
■ 7th and 8th grade can not compete unless there are at least 3 squads to compete in their 

own category. 
★ Section 6. 

○ All game day rosters are to be given to the cheer commissioner by the August meeting.  
★ Section 7. 

○ All cheerleaders must provide for the current season to be allowed to participate in the OGYFA 
organization per the OGYFA by-laws and insurance policy. 

■ Current Physical 
■ Signed Lindsay's Law 
■ Signed Concussion Form 
■ Birth Certificates 
■ Report Card 

 



Article III - Game Format 
 
 
 
 

Pregame 
 

★ Section 1. 
○ 10 minutes before the game the home team will go to the visitors side and do their hello cheer 

★ Section 2.  
○ The home team will then invite the visiting team to go to the home side and do their hello cheer 

★ Section 3. 
○ Then each squad will go to their own side and do their hello cheer 

★ Section 4.  
○ Get ready for the run thru if time allows. Home team sets the protocol 

★ Section 5. 
○ The home team will play the National Anthem. 

★ Section 6.  
○ Music & Rosters for your half-time dance must be delivered to the press box at the beginning of the 

game. 
★ Section 7. 

○ It is the cheer directors responsibility to teach all team coaches and team moms the pregame and 
halftime protocol. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Halftime 
 

★ Section 1. 
○ Cheer directors (or appointed person) are to be in the press box before halftime 1-2 minutes before 

- girls are to be lined up and ready to perform before halftime - Please have girls continue to watch 
and cheer on the football game. 

★ Section 2.  
○ As soon as the game stops, the visitors will come to the home side and do their dance. They will 

then return to their side, take a knee and wait 
★ Section 3. 

○ The home team will go to the visitors side and do their dance. They will then return to their home 
side and wait for the visitors to do their dance for their own fans. The home team will then do their 
dance for their own fans. Names should be announced to their teams' side only. (Directors can do 
their dance once if they want. This must be communicated to the home director before the game 
begins. Other teams can still do their dance twice if they want.)  

★ Section 4.  
○ Dance will be no longer than 1.5 minutes 

★ Section 5. 
○ After both sides perform, get ready for the run-thru if not done during pregame. 

★ Section 6.  
○ Once the second half of the game begins - All cheerleaders must be ready to cheer. 

 
 
 

 
****No candy or gifts are to be given at games**** 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Article V - Competition 
 

Purpose 
★ Section 1. 

○ Our Competition will be held on the last Sunday in September with the first Sunday in October 
being our rain date 

★ Section 2.  
○ The competition will be held at an organization that is voted upon with a majority vote by our 

February meeting. Each organization will host for one season.  
■ We have 5 years voted on at this time an organization can forfeit without penalty by 

February meeting and will go to the next in line.  
■ Order for 5 year line-up:  Stow, Hudson, Copley, Wadsworth, Nordonia 
■ If an organization forfeits -  voting will occur sooner. 

★ Section 3. 
○ The cost of competition for all organizations to enter is $100.00 per squad for Open,Sophomore, 

Junior Varsity, and Varsity. All squads not competing can showcase $25.00 per squad up to 3 
showcases. $50.00 per each additional squad showcasing. If an organization chooses to not 
participate in the competition the organization must still pay a mandatory fee of $250.00. 

★ Section 4.  
○ There is no admittance fee to be charged for cheer competition. 

★ Section 5. 
○ Choreography -  This will be up to the individual organization about obtaining and paying for an 

outside choreographer and or having their own coaches/trainers prepare the dance/cheer routines. 
★ Section 6.  

○ Lyrics/Music -  The Cheer commissioner must approve all music with the stipulation that there were 
to be “no swear words”. Music does not have to be mixed. No organization shall be penalized for 
using one song during their performance. Cheer commissioner must have all music for approval by 
the August meeting. Unless arrangements have been made. 

★ Section 7.  
○ Host will give all information to all cheer directors regarding cheer competition. Themes, performing 

times,and where the cheer competition is being held. 
★  

Section 8. 
○ Each squad will be given 4 minutes to perform their routine, which consists of a cheer, chant, and 

dance. Each squad can use poms, megaphones,and signs only in their routines - these can be 
placed by the team coaches. Time shall begin when the first cheerleader passes over the cone on 
the field and end once the last girl leaves the field. All to exit to the left or right. No point to be taken 
out for outside the cones and table. 

★ Section 9. 
○ Music - If a squads music should stop after 30 seconds due to DJ, tech or sound system issue, that 

squad will be allowed to stop their routine and go to the end of the schedule for that group or 
perform again - they can also restart their music at the point and begin again. It is the organization's 
choice -  cheer director to advise cheer commissioner. 

★ Section 10. 
○ There shall be no tunnels or any other persons (football players) or mascots touching the 

performing area, mats, or walking with the squads. There shall be no movement by any patrons 
behind the performance area (points will be deducted). Bench area is for the competing squad only.  

★ Section 11.  
○ No members of any organization are to speak to other organizations in a demeaning manner.  
○ This is grounds for removal and immediate forfeit of competition. 

★ Section 12.  
○ Wristbands are to be worn by directors,coaches,or helpers on the field. If a wristband is not worn - 

you are not allowed on the field. 
★ Section 13. 

○ There shall be a roped off area for all directors and coaches to sit while their organization is 
performing. All coaches must sit on the bench - there is to be no movement or coaching during the 
performance point will be deducted. 

★ Section 14. 
○ Judges-there will be 3 judges at competition. The cheer commissioners responsible for getting 

them. They will not have any affiliation to OGYFA or the organizations in OGYFA. Each judge will 
be paid $75.00 and be served a minimum of a complimentary lunch, drinks and a gift. Cheer 
commissioner will give judges questionnaires to directors without the names of each judge.  

★ Section 15. 
○ We will have 2 divisions: non tumbling and tumbling  

■ Non tumbling will be Sophomore, Junior Varsity, and Varsity. The girl's feet cannot pass 
over her head. There will be no mounting - this means that there is to be no total weight 
bearing stunts. This includes entrance and exits. 

■ Tumbling (open) The girls can flip, cartwheel etc. this is open to freshman - 6th grade 
Varsity.  This is NOT mandatory - but MUST be coached by an adult. 

 
 



★ Section 16.  
○ Scoring - Football director or person designated by the football director for each organization shall 

serve as a competition score counter. Each score sheet is to be counted by (3) directors and 
signed off on by the OGYFA president or vice president 

★ Section 17. 
○ Spirit Award -  this will be given to the organization with the most spirit and sportsmanship at the 

annual competition.  We will only have one winner. Each football director in attendance will be 
given one vote to cast for the most spirited group of the day. The football director can NOT vote for 
their own organization. The trophy will be the biggest of the day. This trophy will be kept by the 
winning team. A new trophy will be purchased by the OGYFA each year. 

★ Section 18. 
○ Overall Award - There will be one overall organization award. This will be decided by the total 

points, which will include the cheer and dance portion.This trophy will be kept by the winning 
organization. A new trophy will be purchased by the OGYFA each year. 

★ Section 19. 
○ Trophies - There will be trophies given out for open, Sophomore, Junior Varsity,and Varsity levels. 

There will be one 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place trophy for each squad that places.  Each girl will also 
receive a medal for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place. There will be an adjustment for trophies depending 
upon the number of participants in each category. Only showcase will receive a participation ribbon  

○ Three additional  small trophies are to be purchased for the following: (1) Best Tent, (1) 
Best adult super fan, and (1) best child superfan  the winners of the best  superfan will 
receive the 25.00 gift cards and a trophy - these will be voted on by the Gridiron 
President and Vice President.  

★ Section 20. 
○ Score Sheets - the score sheets include all areas in which the girls will be judged.In each category, 

there are up to 5 points that can be scored. Each individual section will be totaled and then grand 
totaled. If there is a tie, we will add the technical portions of the score sheets. If there is a tie after 
that it will stand and the hosting team will need to order more trophies to accommodate the 
winners.  

○ All score sheets will be given to the directors at the end of the day.  
○ Cheer commissioner will NOT discuss any concerns until the next meeting. 

★ Section 21. 
○ Deductions - Any infractions noticed by the designated judge will be given a 5 point deduction for 

each.  The judge will be chosen by the cheer commissioner the day of competition.There will be a 
deduction paper that will explain the process for deductions. When the judge is done scoring the 
deduction sheet will be added to the top of the pile of score sheets. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Hosting Directors Checklist 
 

❏ Hosting director will rope off and label areas for each organization making sure there is enough 
room for visitors. Hosting is responsible for giving the commissioner and all directors the location 
of each organization and time they are allowed to arrive to decorate their area and stands. 
 

❏ Hosting director is responsible for getting trophies,medals,and participation awards. You are to 
order the highest number of each based on the highest number of cheerleaders for each 
category.  
 

❏ Hosting director is to provide lunch for the judges, commissioner, score runner, and any gridiron 
member that is there assist the Gridiron in cheer competition (counting football directors) 
 

❏ Hosting director will provide tents,tables, and chairs for judges, commissioner, and any gridiron 
member that is there to assist the Gridiron in cheer competition (counting football directors)If 
there is an available scorebox counters can use the score box. 
 

❏ Hosting director must provide programs for cheer competition.Programs must be approved by the 
commissioner. Programs are to include but not limited to: all organizations with names of each 
cheerleader, coach, and director. Available merchandise (shirts, candy grams,etc.)  with cost,  All 
gridiron members including all directors and the organization they are with.  Any person / 
company who sponsored. A thank you note from the Gridiron thanking all parents, coaches, 
directors, etc for everything they do during the season.  
 

❏ Hosting director is responsible for getting cheer comp shirts made. This along with pricing is to be 
approved by the cheer commissioner. Pre-order forms can be sent out to directors. Hosting 
director is responsible for collecting any pre-order money.  
 

❏ Hosting director is responsible for providing the name of a local charity that 20% of the profits 
made by the hosting organization will donate in the name of OGYFA Gridiron Organization. 
 

❏ Hosting director is to supply 20-30 pencils, 10-15 black permanent markers, Manilla envelopes, 
and all score and deduction sheets (the actual amount will be provided by the cheer 
commissioner). 
 

❏ Hosting director will provide gift bags with a cheer comp shirt and little goodies for the judges.  
 

❏ Hosting director will provide a raffle basket and raffle tickets  to be raffled off - Proceeds will go 
back to the gridiron. 
 

❏ Hosting director will provide the cheer commissioner with $100.00 worth of gift cards (2 25.00 
cards and 5 10.00 cards) along with extra comp shirts (2 small 2 medium 2 large and 2 xlarge) 
 

❏ Hosting director purchases small trophies for the following: (1) Best Tent, (1) Best adult super fan, 
and (1) best child superfan  the winners of the best  superfan will receive the 25.00 gift cards and 
a trophy - these will be voted on by the Gridiron President and Vice President.  
 

❏ Hosting director is responsible for concessions for the day of cheer comp. 
 

❏ Hosting director is responsible for goodie bags and delivery of goodie bags for cheerleaders. 
Please speak with commissioner regarding contents for approval 
 

❏ Hosting director is to provide people to hand out programs, take money for goodie bags, raffle 
baskets, delivery and line up guidance for the cheerleaders before they perform.  
(high school cheerleaders are an option) 
 

❏ Hosting director is responsible for a theme - Theme must be approved by the cheer 
commissioner. Hosting director must advise once approved all directors of the theme. 
 

❏ Hosting director must have an announcer - they must be capable of announcing all cheer squads, 
winners,and playing music for the performances and throughout the day to get the crowd excited. 
The announcer must be energetic and enthusiastic. 



QUESTIONNAIRE FOR JUDGING OGYFA  
YOUTH CHEERLEADING COMPETITION 

 
 

The OGYFA youth cheerleading competition was created to give all an opportunity to come together to promote 
camaraderie in a healthy, competitive forum for OGYFA Cheerleading squads to acknowledge their cheerleading 
skills and spirit as they represent their communities.  
 
Judge #________ 
 
 
Cheer or Dance Experience: 
 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Judge Experience: 
 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
Coaching Experience and Ages: 
 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Judges Informational Sheet  
 
 

 
All the Cheer Directors would like to thank you for judging our competition.  
 
 
 
A. Music 
 
If an organizations’ music should stop after 30 seconds,that squad will be 
allowed to stop their routine and go to the end of the schedule for that 
group and perform it again or restart their music at that point and begin 
again. It is the organization's choice. There shall be NO deduction on music 
- it has all been approved by the Cheer Commissioner.  
 
 
B. Deduction Sheet 
 
If for any reason an organization is not adhering to all rules outlined in our 
protocols, there will be a 5-point deduction. One judge will be selected to 
watch for deductions only. If you determine that this is needed you will fill 
out the deduction score sheet.  
 
 
C.   Approaching Judges 
 
No judge shall be approached by any organization's cheer director. The 
only person that approaches a judge is the cheer commissioner. There will 
be a meeting at the beginning of the competition with the judges and the 
cheer commissioner.  
 
 
D. Divisions 
 
We will have 2 divisions: Tumbling and Non-tumbling It will be for 
Sophomore, JV and Varsity. Non- tumbling means that no girl's feet are to 
go over their head. There is also no mounting, this means there is to be no 
total weight bearing stunts including entrancing 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Judge # ________          Squad___________    Organization______________ 
 

Competition Judges Sheet - NON Tumbling 
Sophomore, Junior Varsity, Varsity 

 
Overall Performance 

 
Appearance      5       4       3    2    1  0 
Grooming, Unniform Excellent Very Good Average Fair Poor      Not Attempted 
 
Audience Appeal      5       4       3    2    1  0 
Smile, Personality, Excellent Very Good Average Fair Poor      Not Attempted 
Eye Contact, Facials 
 
Enthusiasm      5       4       3    2    1  0 
Peppy, Energetic, Excellent Very Good Average Fair Poor      Not Attempted 
Exuberant 
 
Precision/Execution      5       4       3    2    1  0 
Overall Skill, Group Excellent Very Good Average Fair Poor      Not Attempted 
Togetherness 

 
Technical Category 

 
Motions       5       4       3    2    1  0 
Extremely Sharp Excellent Very Good Average Fair Poor      Not Attempted 
& Distinct 

 
Choreography      5       4       3    2    1  0 
Age Appropriate Excellent Very Good Average Fair Poor      Not Attempted 
Music Interpretation 

 
Voice       5       4       3    2    1  0 
Strong, Clear. Loud Excellent Very Good Average Fair Poor      Not Attempted 
 

 
Poise       5       4       3    2    1  0 
Confidence, No show Excellent Very Good Average Fair Poor      Not Attempted 
of nervousness 

 
Originality/Creativity      5       4       3    2    1  0 
New Ideas, Entrance Excellent Very Good Average Fair Poor      Not Attempted 
& Exit 

 
Timing/Rhythms      5       4       3    2    1  0 
Knowledge or sequence Excellent Very Good Average Fair Poor      Not Attempted 
Uniformity dance skills 

 
Jumps       5       4       3    2    1  0 
Variety, Execution , Excellent Very Good Average Fair Poor      Not 
Attempted 
Togetherness 

 
Formation Changes      5       4       3    2    1  0 
Spacing, Use of floor Excellent Very Good Average Fair Poor      Not Attempted 
space 
 

TOTAL__________                        GRAND TOTAL INCLUDING DEDUCTIONS__________ 
 

 
************************TO BE FILLED OUT BY OGYFA ONLY********************************** 

 
__________ 1st Count - Directors Signature: __________________________  
  

__________ 2nd Count - Directors Signature: ________________________ 
 

__________ 3rd Count - Directors Signature: _________________________ 
 
          __________ Final Count  - President or Vice President Signature: _____________________________ 



 
Judge # ________          Squad___________    Organization______________ 
 

Deduction Paper - NON Tumbling 
 
A deduction is given by the designated judge that will be solely watching for rule infractions. You may give 
a deduction score for each infraction.  One deduction is worth 5 points. 

 
You may give a deduction for the following infractions  
 
Points:  
 
_______  1. Props-The only props allowed are poms, megaphones and signs.  
 
_______  2. Over the 4-minute time limit. 
 
 _______  3. If there is mounting, 5 points per girls for each mount  
 
_______  4. If there is tumbling, 5 points per girl -including entrance & exits.  
 
_______  5. Any of the participations pass the cone.  
 
_______  6. Not having all three Cheer,Chant and Dance in routine 
 
_______  7. Improper moves or movement from bench  
 
 
Comments:  
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Total Deductions: _________  
 
 
 

 
 
 

************************TO BE FILLED OUT BY OGYFA ONLY********************************** 
 
 

__________ 1st Count - Directors Signature: __________________________  
  

__________ 2nd Count - Directors Signature: ________________________ 
 

__________ 3rd Count - Directors Signature: _________________________ 
 
          __________ Final Count  - President or Vice President Signature: _____________________________ 
 



 
Judge # ________          Squad___________    Organization______________ 
 

Competition Judges Sheet - Tumbling - Open 
Open 

 
1. Required Cheer & Dance Score (0-10) 

 

 Motion Placement / Precision ____________ 
 

 Timing / Synchronization ____________  
 

  Incorporation (toe touch, BHS, or BT) ____________ 
 

 
2. Required Cheer & Dance Score (0-10) 

 

 Voice / Inflection / Volume ____________ 
 

 Knowledge or Material ____________  
 

  Timing / Synchronization ____________ 
 

 Confidence - Recoveries ____________ 
 

 Appearance / Smile ____________  
 

  Entrance / Exit ____________ 
 
 

3. Tumbling Score (0-10) 
 

 Creativity / Showmanship ____________ 

 
TOTAL _________ 
 

GRAND TOTAL INCLUDING DEDUCTIONS__________ 
 
Comments:  
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
 

************************TO BE FILLED OUT BY OGYFA ONLY********************************** 
 
 

__________ 1st Count - Directors Signature: __________________________  
  

__________ 2nd Count - Directors Signature: ________________________ 
 

__________ 3rd Count - Directors Signature: _________________________ 
 
          __________ Final Count  - President or Vice President Signature: _____________________________ 
 



Judge # ________          Squad___________    Organization______________ 

 
Deduction Paper - Tumbling - Open 

 
A deduction is given by the designated judge that will be solely watching for rule infractions. You 
may give a deduction score for each infraction.  One deduction is worth 5 points. 

  
You may give a deduction for the following infractions  
 
Points:  
 
_______  1. Props-The only props allowed are poms, megaphones and signs.  
 
 
_______  2. Over the 4-minute time limit. 
 
 
 _______  3. If there is mounting, 5 points per girls for each mount  
 
 
_______  4. Any of the participations pass the cone.  
 
 
_______  5. Not having all three Cheer,Chant and Dance in routine 
 
 
_______  6. Improper moves or movement from bench  
 
 
Comments:  
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Total Deductions: _________  
 
 

 
************************TO BE FILLED OUT BY OGYFA ONLY********************************** 

 
__________ 1st Count - Directors Signature: __________________________  
  

__________ 2nd Count - Directors Signature: ________________________ 
 

__________ 3rd Count - Directors Signature: _________________________ 
 
          __________ Final Count  - President or Vice President Signature: _____________________________ 
 
 



Ohio Gridiron Youth Football / Cheerleading Waiver Form 
 
 
 
 

________________________ is released from cheering with ____________________ 
Cheerleader’s Name               Releasing Organization 

 
For the  ________ Season. She will cheer with ____________________. 
                          Year               Receiving Organization 
 
 
 

Both the receiving and the releasing organization agree to this release from cheering. 
Parents and/or guardians of this cheerleader agree to this release. 
 
 
 
 
Cheerleaders Name: _________________________________ 
 
Address of cheerleader: _________________________________________________ 

Address,City, State, Zip Code 

Telephone #: ______________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Releasing Organization: _________________________________ 
 
Releasing Directors Signature: ____________________________ Date: __________ 
 
 
 
Receiving Organization: _________________________________  
 
Receiving Directors Signature: ____________________________ Date: __________ 
 
 
 
Parents Signature _____________________________________ Date: ___________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 

*Original  is to be kept with the receiving organization 
*Copy to be given to the releasing organization for records 

*Copy is to be given to the Cheer Commissioner for records 


